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Abstract

We describe our participation in the Opinion Retrieval task
at TREC 2006. Our approach to identifying opinions in
blog post consisted of scoring the posts separately on vari-
ous aspects associated with an expression of opinion about a
topic, including shallow sentiment analysis, spam detection,
and link-based authority estimation. The separate approaches
were combined into a single ranking, yielding significant im-
provement over a content-only baseline.

Introduction
The task in the Blog Track introduced in TREC this year
wasopinion retrieval: identifying and ranking blog posts ex-
pressing an opinion regarding a given topic. Our approach to
this task was to identify different components which indicate
such an opinionated expression, rank the blog posts accord-
ing to each of these separately, and combine these partial
relevance scores to a final one. This allows us to break down
the opinion retrieval task to a number of simpler subprob-
lems, which we treat as independent.

We proceed by describing the components of opinionated
relevance we identified, how a score was calculated for each,
and how the final score was derived.

Opinion Retrieval Components
We identify three different aspects indicating that a blog post
expresses an opinion about a topic:topical relevance, opin-
ion expression, andpost quality. The first aspect, topical rel-
evance, is the degree to which the post deals with the given
topic; this is similar to relevance as defined for ad-hoc re-
trieval tasks such as many of the traditional TREC tasks.
The second aspect, opinion expression, refers to identifying,
given a “topically-relevant” blog post, whether it contains
an opinion about topic: to what degree it contains subjective
information about it. Finally, post quality is an estimation of
the (query-independent) quality of a blog post, under the as-
sumption that higher-quality posts are more likely to contain
meaningful opinions and are preferred by users.

Note that a relevant blog post, as defined in the opinion
retrieval track, does not necessarily have high topical rel-
evance, or high post quality: a document is relevant if it
contains an opinion about the target, even if the target is
not the main topic of the document and the opinion is ex-
pressed only in passing. However, cursory examination of

posts containing opinions about various targets shows that
in the majority of the cases, the target is also the main topic;
an in-depth analysis to examine the degree to which this as-
sumption holds is planned for future work.

Topical relevance
To estimate the ad-hoc relevance score of a blog post given
a topic, we used a straightforward retrieval approach, en-
hanced by a few heuristics. As the basic relevance score,
we use a language modeling based retrieval method shown
to achieve same-or-better scores when compared to top-
performing retrieval algorithms (5). The TREC Blogs06
corpus contains separate collections of the post feeds,
permalink HTML pages, and blog home pages (9). For our
experiments, we used the text appearing in the feed part of
the collection, except where the feed was a partial content
one – in which case, the text was extracted from the appro-
priate HTML page (similar to (4)). The blog home pages
were not used. Standard tokenization and English Snowball
stemming were applied; anchor text was extracted and added
to the text of the linked post.

We experimented with a number of simple techniques for
improving the retrieval achieved with plain language mod-
eling ranking. The first is blind relevance feedback in the
language modeling framework as proposed by (15). Essen-
tially, this method adds terms to the original query by com-
paring the language model of the top-retrieved documents
with the model of the entire collection, adding terms which
are indicative of these top-retrieved documents. As with
other query expansion methods, this type of relevance feed-
back is known to increase recall at the expense of precision;
since topical relevance is only one component in our system,
we decided in favor of using it, hypothesising that other re-
trieval components will balance the precision drop. How-
ever, to prevent exsessive topic drift, we limited the number
of added terms to 3; examples of terms added to real topics
are shown in Table1.

Topic Added terms
859. letting india into the club? nuclear, times, friedman
867. cheney hunting vice, dick, accident
896. global warming climate, change, greenhouse

Table 1: Examples of terms added with relevance feedback



The next heuristic we applied to improve topical relevance
was usage of term proximity. Recent work has shown that,
contrary to previous results, taking proximity into account
improves retrieval substantially (10), in particular in web-
type documents such as the ones in our collection (11). In
particular, we used the method described in (11) where ev-
ery wordn-gram (n > 1) of the topic is used as a query
term, boosting the score of documents which match phrases
appearing in the topic.

The final technique we employed in the framework of
topical relevance was usage of the temporal properties of
the collection. According to a study of a blog search en-
gine log (12), a substantial amount of blog queries are
recency queries– queries which favor recent documents,
rather than having an even distribution of relevance. Since
the blogspace is a highly dynamic domain, many queries are
related to current events – possibly, to evaluate how blog-
gers react to these events. Consequently, it seems useful
to assign a higher relevance to blog posts which were “re-
cent” at the time the query was issued, as described in (8).
However, as TREC topics are not distributed with an accom-
panying query issue time, we use the following method to
estimate it. First, we use a plain topical relevance model to
retrieve the top 100 blog posts which are relevant for a query.
Since every post in the corpus has an associated timestamp,
we can now observe the distribution of dates in these top-
100 posts. We adopt a simple approach and assume that the
query was issued in the top-occurring date.1 Table2 shows
some “query issue dates” derived using this approach, with
an accompanying post-analysis.

Once we have the estimated query issue date, we use a
linear combination of a document’s retrieval rank with its
recency rank to boost the scores of posts published close to
the time of the query date. This method has been described
in (8), and shown to improve retrieval performance substan-
tially for recency queries. Note that not all queries are in-
deed recency ones – for example, the last query in Table2 is
not necessarily time-related; identifying these queries is rel-
atively simple, as the distribution of dates in the top results
does not contain peaks. For the experiments reported here,
we treated all queries as recency ones, and intend to address
the identification of the non-recency ones in future work.

Opinion expression

Sentiment analysisis an area of research dealing with the
extraction and characterization of emotions, opinions, and
other non-factive aspects of text; work in this domain in re-
cent years is plentiful (e.g., (17)). Within this area, a key task
is sentiment classification– identifying positive and negative
opinions towards a given topic; this task has also been pre-
viously investigated at the Novelty track at TREC (18).

Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to sentiment
classification: lexicon-based methods and machine learn-
ing approaches. Lexical method first construct a dictionary
of terms indicating sentiment (often, lists of “positive” and

1In practice, we employ some additional heuristics here, such
as working with windows of a few days rather than a single day –
mostly to account for differences in time zones and so on.

“negative” words); sometimes, words are associated with
weights. The sentiment of a given text is then derived by
the occurrence of words from this dictionary in the text, e.g.,
by summing their weights. There are various ways of build-
ing the sentiment dictionary, including pattern-based (16),
using WordNet (6), co-occurrence statistics (20) and more.
Machine learning methods train a classifier using a set of
annotated texts containing sentiment, typically employing
features such asn-grams of words, part-of-speech tags, and
logical forms (3, 14).

We view the ranking of blog posts for opinion expres-
sion as a sentiment classification task, and approach it with a
lexicon-based method. The lexicon we use is the General In-
quirer (19), a large-scale, manually-constructed lexicon as-
signing a wide range of categories to more than 10,000 En-
glish words. Among the categories assigned are Osgood’s
semantic dimensions and emotional categories. The follow-
ing word categories are used as indicators of the existence
of an opinion in the text: the two valence categories,Posi-
tive andNegative; the emotional categories,Pleasure, Pain,
Feel, Arousal, EMOT, Virtue, andVice; the pronoun cate-
gories,Self, Our, andYou; the adjective categories,IPadj
(relational adjectives) andIndAdj (independent adjectives);
and theRespect category.2

For each post, we calculate two sentiment-related values
using the words appearing in each of these categories: a
“post opinion level” and a “feed opinion level.” In both
cases, the opinion level is the number of occurrences of
words from any of these categories, normalized by the total
number of words: the difference is the text used for count-
ing the occurrences. For the post opinion level, we extract
all “topical sentences” from the post, using them as the text
to count the opinion-bearing words in. Topical sentences, in
our approach, are all sentences containing the topic verba-
tim, as well as the sentences immediately surrounding them.
This is done to focus the search for opinion-bearing words to
parts of the post which are likely to refer directly to the topic,
rather than the post in its entirety. For the second value, the
feed opinion level, we use the entire feed to which the post
belongs; this is a static, topic-independent score per feed,
estimating the degree to which it contains opinions (about
any topic). The intuition here is that feeds containing a fair
amount of opinions are more likely to express an opinion in
any of their given posts; since the amount of text in a feed is
typically substantially larger than that of a single post, and
since lexical methods such as the one we use work better on
longer texts, this may yield a more robust measurement.

Post quality

Finally, the third set of rankings we use for determining rel-
evance for the opinion retrieval task concerns the “quality”
of the blog post. In particular, we are interested in filter-
ing spam posts, and in incorporating the degree of author-
ity assigned to a post (and its feed) into the final retrieval
score. While posts containing opinions do not necessarily
have high authority, we hypothesized that, given two posts

2A complete list of the General Inquirer categories is given at
http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/∼inquirer/homecat.htm



Topic Estimated date Explantion
853. state of the union 01-Feb-2006 President Bush delivers the State of the Union Address on the evening of January 31st, 2006.
874. coretta scott king 08-Feb-2006 Coretta Scott King’s funeral was held on February 8th, 2006.
891. intel 11-Jan-2006 Apple announces first Intel-based computers on January 10th, 2006.

Table 2: Examples of estimated “query issue dates”

with similar opinions, a searcher will prefer the one with
higher authority. For this, we calculate separate spam and
authority scores, both of which are query-independent.

Link-based Authority. Estimating the authority of doc-
uments in a hyperlinked environment using an analysis of
the link structure is known to be an effective approach (e.g.,
PageRank, HITS). We follow Upstill et al. (21), which show
that the inbound link degree is a good approximation of more
complex approaches such as PageRank. To this end, we use
both the log of the inbound link degree of a postp (discard-
ing links from other posts which belong to the same feed as
p) and the inbound link degree ofp’s feed (again, discarding
intra-feed links) as a crude estimation of the post’s authority.

Spam Likelihood. Spam blogs are an increasing nuisance
in the blogspace (7), and the TREC collection is no ex-
ception. Some spamming techniques result in high topical
retrieval scores for certain queries on spam blog posts; to
address this, we employed a relatively simple spam filter-
ing mechanism, in which a “spam likelihood” score was as-
signed to each feed using two independent methods.

First, we used a machine-learning approach which has
been shown to be effective for spam detection in this do-
main (7). We created a training set of spam and non-spam
feeds using two naive assumptions: The first assumption is
that a feed from the domainblogspot.com , and with a
domain name exceeding 35 characters, is a spam blog. Sam-
ple domains which are judged as spam using this rule are
casino-hotel-in-windsor-poker.blogspot.com or
weightloss7666resources.blogspot.com . The sec-
ond naive assumption is that a feed from the domains
livejournal.com or typepad.com is not spam.
While both assumptions are crude, we found that they
achieve very high precision (at the expense of low recall).3

Our training collection was created by randomly sampling
500 feeds which meet the “spam assumption”, and 500 feeds
which meet the “non-spam” one; this provided us with a rel-
atively high-quality, if biased, collection. We then trained an
SVM on this set, and used its prediction scores on the entire
collection as one evidence for the likelihood of a given feed
to be spam.

Our second spam detection method follows one of the
techniques used by Ntoulas et. al (13), namely, text-level
compressibility. Many spam blogs use keyword stuffing – a
high concentration of certain words, aimed at obtaining high
relevance scores from search engines for these keywords.

3Our assumptions are based on the popularity of Blogspot
among spammers due to easy automation of posting at the time of
collecting the Blogs06 corpus, and a relatively low level of spam in
TypePad (a platform requiring payment) and LiveJournal.

Keywords and phrases are often repeated dozens and hun-
dreds of times in the same blog “post”, and across posts in
the spammy feed; this results in very high compression ra-
tios for these feeds, much higher than those obtained with
non-spam feeds. Using the same collection as used for train-
ing the SVM, we calculated the distribution of compression
ratios of both spam and non-spam feeds (which differed sub-
stantially); all feeds in the corpus were then assigned a like-
lihood of being drawn from each of these distributions.

The final spam likelihood estimate is a product of the
SVM prediction and the compressibility prediction.

Model Combination
Combining retrieval scores assigned by different methods to
the same set of documents is a common task in IR, partic-
ularly in web domains (see, e.g., (2)). We adopt one of the
standard methods used in this scenario – computing the final
retrieval score as a linear combination of the various partial
scores. More concretely, the score is calculated as follows.
First, we retrieve the top-1000 posts using topical relevance,
language-modeling retrieval only. These 1000 posts are then
scored also using the other methods we described (such as
link indegree, post opinion level, and so on). Each of these
methods, as well as the plain language-modeling similarity,
has a (static) associated weight; the final score is a linear
combination of the scores assigned by the methods, multi-
plied by their respective weights.

Model Weighting. Clearly, the performance of such a lin-
ear combination approach depends to a large extent on the
weight assigned to each component. Optimizing the weights
requires training data; but, as this is the first run of the opin-
ion retrieval task at TREC, such data was not available. We
therefore decided to create partial relevance scores by as-
sessing a limited number of the top-ranking documents re-
trieved using a small set of 10 training topics we devel-
oped.4 We retrieved the top-50 posts for each of these
topics, using plain language-modeling ranking, and judged
their relevance according to the assessor guidelines used at
TREC. Weights of the linear combination were then opti-
mized, where the value to maximize was the bpref score of
the combined ranking; bpref was used as it was shown to be
more stable to partial judgment scores (1) – which is most
probably the case we are facing, given our limited assess-
ment effort. The final weights used are shown in Table3.

Submissions and Results
We submitted 5 runs, as follows:

4The topics were “Windows Vista,” “Hurricane Katrina,” “Os-
car,” “Pepsi,” “oil prices,” “iPod Nano,” “EU Constitution,” “Katie
Holmes,” “Lebanon,” and “ Paris Riots.”



Component Weight
Content-based retrieval (with query expansion) 1.00
Recency score 0.03
Post opinion level 0.10
Feed opinion level 0.45
Link-based authority 0.01
Spam likelihood 0.90
Phrase matching score 0.05

Table 3: Component weights

• UAmsB06Base: A baseline run, consisting of language
modeling based retrieval using the terms appearing in the
title field of the query, with blind relevance feedback as
described in Section.

• UAmsB06L: Same as UAmsB06Base, with link-
indegree reranking.

• UAmsB06S: Same asUAmsB06Base, with spam-
detection.

• UAmsB06O: Same asUAmsB06Base, with opinion
reranking – both at the feed level and the post level.

• UAmsB06All : All components used: link indegrees,
spam detection, opinion expression (feed and post), time
models, and phrase-level reranking.

The retrieval scores for these runs are shown in Table4.

Run MAP R-Prec bpref
UAmsB06Base 0.1449 0.2357 0.2393
UAmsB06L 0.1417 0.2269 0.2375
UAmsB06S 0.1523 0.2448 0.2485
UAmsB06O 0.1596 0.2573 0.2509
UAmsB06All 0.1795 0.2771 0.2625

Table 4: Scores of submitted runs

The assumption that posts with higher link-authority will
be preferred by users turned out to be incorrect: examining
the qrels, the average link indegree of relevant posts (2.4)
was lower than that of non-relevant ones (4.2); indeed usage
of link-based authority scores decreased the accuracy of the
baseline. All other methods we used improved the baseline
to varying extents, and the combination of all methods (opti-
mized for our small training set) yielded an improvement of
24% to MAP and 18% to R-Precision. Of all components,
the one contributing most to the improvement was the shal-
low sentiment-based opinion expression module.

Conclusions
We presented our approach to opinion retrieval in blogs,
consisting of combining topical retrieval with a number of
aspects we view as contributing to relevancy for this task,
including shallow sentiment analysis, spam detection, and
link-based authority. While some approaches, most notably
the sentiment analysis, contributed to significant improve-
ments over topical retrieval alone, other approaches such as
link-based ones degraded performance. Overall, the com-
bination of all approaches substantially improved topical-
relevance retrieval only. In future work, we intend to ex-
amine more closely the contribution of each component to
accuracy, as well as explore different combinations of the
components.
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